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1. Introduction 

 

After the turn of the Millennium Hungarian statisticians dealing with agricultural statistics 

applied successfully for an EU-tender aimed at developing agricultural statistics. The 

resources of the project made possible to review the data processing tasks of agricultural 

statistics. The renewal of data processing was justified by the fact that the traditional data 

processing system was relatively slow, it was not adequate for the efficient implementation of 

quality control, it was not sufficiently well-documented, and last but not least it required 

important human resources. Agricultural statisticians and IT developers developed a special, 

new data processing system that was called HOMBÁR (it means: Granary).  

 

The concept of HOMBÁR is quite similar to the LEGO game; agricultural statisticians and IT 

experts created LEGO cubes (statistical operations) of different forms that were programmed 

by the IT experts. Using a comparison, the system functions in such a way that statisticians 

chose or assemble LEGO cubes according to their purpose of building “a horse or a tractor”. 

This means that if the statistical process changes, statisticians reorder the LEGO cubes (the 

system can react to the changes in a flexible manner). In this way data processing is led and 

managed by statisticians, the task of the IT team is “just” to secure the IT operation of the 

system and produce the new LEGO cubes (statistical operations). The development lasted 3 

years and further 2 years were needed before the processing of agricultural (survey and 

admin) data with the new system became a routine for statisticians. The use of the HOMBÁR 

system made possible to reduce by half the time of data processing and by 30-40 per cent the 

human resource needs (in the case of IT people). The HOMBÁR provided a proper 

documentation, relation with the databases, and integrated more efficient quality controls. At 

that time agricultural statisticians considered the HOMBÁR not to be a suitable tool to 

process account type of data, like the Economic Accounts for Agriculture.  

 

On the basis of the experiences of HOMBÁR, the HCSO decided in 2008 to extend the 

system to the whole statistical production of the office. As the whole statistical system is 

broader than agricultural statistics and is in a certain sense more complex, further 

development was needed. The new, extended system was called the Unified Data Processing 

System (in Hungarian EAR). The EAR compared to the HOMBÁR is a general data 
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processing system, which does not process the data of only one, or few statistical domains, 

but can be used for all the data collections and data sets of the HCSO.   

 

The purpose of the paper is to present the concept, the functioning and the advantages of the 

new data processing system. 

 

 

2. Methods 

 

2.1 A META Database controlled system 

 

One of the major characteristics of statistical data processing is that it changes frequently, the 

scope of the data collected, the concepts linked to the processing, the methods, procedures of 

data processing can change through the years.  

Consequently, the EAR concept was to be elaborated in a way to follow the changes without 

generating each time new programming work. The system created had to allow statisticians to 

describe changes concerning all the fields of our statistics “selecting and ordering the LEGO 

cubes”, without the need of new IT programming. One of the most widespread solution to 

follow changes in a dynamic way is the use of meta-database which led us to create a META 

database controlled system. The basic principle of the META database controlled operation is 

that the information needed for the functioning of the EAR system (the components necessary 

for statistical data processing, the different steps of data processing, the tasks in each step) are 

stored in the meta-database. The running of the EAR system relies on the use of the meta-

database that contain the tasks to be implemented and the way of implementation. 

 

2.2 An integrated system 

 

The EAR system is linked at data level to the meta-database system of the HCSO, the data 

entry system and the Data Warehouse. It is linked through interfaces to tools for data analysis. 

The purpose is to fulfil the greatest amount of statistical processing functions, but in those 

cases when processing can be made more efficiently with existing software, data access or 

interface must be guaranteed. 

 

2.3 A system governed by statisticians 

 

Statisticians define and execute data processing using the meta-database and the integrated 

primary data processing steps. In the case of a change in the dataset and/or of the processing 

process, the modifications are performed by the statistician. The contribution of IT experts is 

“only” needed for the creation of the interfaces and primary operations. 

 

2.4 A transparent, well-documented and standardized system 

 

The EAR system stores the processing phases defined by the statistician in the meta-database 

system from where the documented information can be extracted. It is a unified, standardized 

processing system in the sense that different data collections, datasets and data from different 

periods can be processed together.  

 

 

 

 



 

2.5 The tasks of the statisticians 

 

In the development phase the task of the statisticians is to specify the requirements towards 

the system. It was necessary to define for each statistical domain the basic operations that 

were needed during data processing. Already at the beginning the aim was to create a 

comprehensive set of basic operations. An important task was to adjust the functioning 

META-database system of the HCSO to the needs of the EAR system which required the 

development of the META-database. 

 

2.6 IT tasks 

 

During the development phase of the system, the task of the IT team was to secure the 

connection with the systems functioning in the office, create the operating IT environment, 

but the development of the META-database required also the contribution of IT experts. 

 

 

 



 

3. Results 

EAR in the statistical data production process 
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4. Conclusion 

 

After the turn of the Millennium Hungarian agricultural statisticians decided to develop a new 

data processing system. The renewal of data processing was justified by the fact that the 

traditional data processing system was relatively slow, it was not adequate for the efficient 

implementation of quality control, it was not sufficiently well-documented, and last but not 

least it required important human resources.  

The concept of the new data processing system is quite similar to the LEGO game; 

statisticians and IT experts created LEGO cubes (statistical operations) of different forms that 

were programmed by the IT developers. Using a comparison, the system functions in such a 

way that statisticians chose or assemble LEGO cubes according to their statistical needs. This 

means that if the statistical process changes, statisticians reorder the LEGO cubes (the system 

can react to the changes in a flexible manner). In this way data processing is governed by 

statisticians, the task of the IT team is “just” to secure the IT operation of the system and 

produce the new LEGO cubes (statistical operations). 

 

The first, new data processing system that got the name of HOMBÁR (meaning: Granary) 

was implemented between 2000 and 2005. On the basis of the experiences of HOMBÁR, the 

Statistical Office decided in 2008 to extend the system to the whole statistical production of 

the office. 

 

The IT development phase of the EAR system started in 2008 and finished in 2011 including 

the test-phase, which was followed by the preparation and the training of the statisticians. The 

development work was accelerated at the beginning of 2013. It is not by chance that the 

department from where the idea rose (the Department of Agricultural and Environment 

Statistics) has been using EAR since 2011 (start of the system) for the processing of all its 

tasks enjoying all the advantages of the system (considerable saving in human resources, 

quicker data processing, better quality, well-documented processes, etc.).  

 

Nowadays all the statistical departments of the Office (including the Department of National 

Accounts) use the EAR system, the routine operation by all of the departments is expected by 

the end of 2015. 

 

 

 

 


